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SLITHERING DECAY Aeons
Untold [CD]
Cena 54,90 zł

Dostępność Dostępny

Czas wysyłki 3 dni

Producent TESTIMONY RECORDS

Opis produktu
From the gruesome depths in which they mercilessly rule, the ancient gods of the merciless HM2 buzz saw cult summoned
fresh disciples to serve their cause.

Niko (ex-TYRANT’S KALL), Jörgen (THEUDHO), Bart (ex-FLESHMOULD, ex-STORM UPON THE MASSES) and Tomas (HUMAN
VIVISECTION, ex-FRACTURED INSANITY, ex-STORM UPON THE MASSES) answered that infernal call in 2017, crafting frantic
hymns based on barbarous riffing, chaotic soloing and ferocious hammering under the moniker of SLITHERING DECAY.

In March 2018, they committed four of their twisted concoctions to tape and unleashed them upon the realm of mortals in the
form a cassette demo, highly appropriately yet fabulously apathetically entitled DEMO 2018. The fifty black cassettes quickly
found their way to all corners of the earth, while digital copies were left to quench the blood thirst of new devotees.

In the meanwhile, more disharmonious pieces were conjured from the nameless abyss. Once again engineered, recorded and
mixed by the band themselves, ten wretched pieces were gathered for their debut album AEONS UNTOLD.

The equally appropriately and apathetically entitled PROMO 2020 was sent out to a number of possible partners in crime for a
potential release of the debut album. The infamous TESTIMONY RECORDS answered the call.

AEONS UNTOLD received a final sonic boost through a master by DAN SWANÖ (of EDGE OF SANITY fame). The sinister cover
art by WESLEY DEWANCKEL (TYRANT’S KALL, UNMENSCH,…) outstandingly captures the atmosphere of the madness captured
on the record.

TESTIMONY RECORDS will release AEONS UNTOLD upon mankind on 21 May, 2021!  

credits
released May 21, 2021

Mastered by Dan Swanö
Artwork by Wesley Dewanckel
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